
Sunday 22nd November 2015 

Waltham Sunday League Division One Match at the Country Club, Cheshunt (Pitch 2) 
 

Kick-Off: 10.39.a.m. (Couldn't get in Away Changing Room) 
 

Result: OLD POND ATHLETIC ............3 EDMONTON ROVERS.................. 0 Half-Time: 2-0 
 

SHIRT NUMBER TEAM (4-4-1-1) GOAL TIMES 

1 GK Alan BARNARD   

18 RB Martin CRUICKSHANK   

17 CH Ivan BASS   

4 CH Terry MOORE (Captain)   

3 LB Gavin MARDELL   

15 RM/CF22 Jack BANGS   

7 CM Tem ADIL   

16 CM Daniel CASCOE    

8 LM Chris AKINRELE   

14 IF/RM22 Ryan BATES    

11 CF/IF22 Daniel DALEY   

SUBSTITUTES 

     

     

     

     

     

OWN GOALS Scored For Us:   
 

CARETAKER PLAYER-MANAGER: Terry Moore CLUB LINESMAN: Nobody ! 

ATTENDANCE: 9 OTHER CLUB MEMBERS PRESENT: L.Hughes (Filming) 

OPPONENTS’ FAIR PLAY MARK (Out of 10): 9 OUR FAIR PLAY MARK (Given by Opponents): 9 

REFEREE: Newton Gordon REFEREE’S MARK (Out of 100): CONFIDENTIAL 

BOOKINGS: Steven Fitts (O.P.A.) (Foul...60 Mins.), Gavin Mardell (Foul...71 Mins.)                 SENDING-OFFS: None 

WEATHER CONDITIONS: Sunny. No Wind. STATE OF PITCH: Soft & Muddy but flat 
 

UNAVAILABILITY:  (15 Players)  Grant Baker (GK) (Working), Martin Loveday (GK) (Injured), Simon Jackson (GK) (Away),  

Tyronne Petrie (Working), Rafiel Johnson (Injured ?), Danny Hagan (Injured), Leon McKenzie-McKay (Injured),  

Eric Ibekwem (Injured), Nicky Richards (Injured), Leon Bernard (No Contact), Scott Jenkins (Injured), George Stahlmann (Away), 

Lexton Harrison (Family Commitments/Injured), Krishan Singh (Working) 

Saturday/Sunday Drop-Outs: Lee King (No Boots !) 
 

OPPONENTS’ LINE-UP (4-1-4-1):  1. Carl Dipple (GK); 17. Nick Sarl (RB...Capt.), 15. Rosco Hunt (CH), 6. Sam Pallet (CH),  

23. Adam Clark (LB); 12. Michael Ruffles (CM Holding); 2. Greg Cottenden (RM), 19. Steven Fitts (CM),  

3. Ryan Palmer (CM), 18. Nick Christou (LM); 10. Danny Gooding (CF) 

Subs.:  10. Daniel Stockman (LB) (On for Hunt at HT), 18. Lee Jones (CF) (On for N.Christou...49 Mins.) 
 

OPPONENTS’ GOALSCORERS:  Palmer (16 Mins.), Fitts (20 Mins.), Gooding (86 Mins.) 
 

MATCH REPORT 

As has been the case for a number of weeks now, we had an incredible amount of players making themselves unavailable, and for this match 

we were extremely fortunate to scrape up a bare eleven thanks to players going out of their way to give each other a lift to the ground at 

the last minute. We kicked off 10 minutes late partly due to that and also because we had to wait for the Away team on the next pitch to 

clear the changing room so that we could get in there ourselves. As usual that meant we were disorganised right from the start, and with our 

opponents Old Pond Athletic having been out on the pitch warming up for at least 30 minutes it wasn't surprising that they had two clear-cut 

chances in the first 5 minutes, although thankfully they hit them straight at stand-in keeper Alan Barnard. However, Ryan Palmer soon put 

them into the lead after just 16 minutes when his low free-kick sneaked into the bottom corner, this being a shot that our three registered 

(and unavailable) goalkeepers all probably would have saved, but Barney was certainly unlucky when Old Pond's Steven Fitts made it 2-0 just 

four minutes later with a shot that deflected in off Martin Cruickshank's back. With us looking totally demoralised from having so many 

players missing, at that stage Old Pond were probably thinking about double figures, but we dug in and held out until Half-Time, and we 

could even have pulled a goal back just 5 minutes into the Second Half when Tem Adil got in behind the Old Pond defence but keeper Carl 

Dipple made an excellent point-blank save. However, that turned out to be our only decent effort at goal in the whole 90 minutes and after 

wasting a number of chances, Old Pond wrapped up a comfortable 3-0 victory in the 86th minute when Danny Gooding scored from another 

deflected shot that gave Barney no chance. Although we were unlucky with two of the goals, we couldn't complain about the final scoreline, 

but our players were philosophical afterwards in realising that all we can do at the moment is just try our best until we get some players 

back...or some new ones in if a number of our absentees are no longer interested. After all, two other teams in our division lost 7-1 and 8-1 

while we were playing this match, so at least it looks as if we have got a bit more fighting spirit than they have. 

                                                                                                                                                              LAURENCE HUGHES 


